Introduction
============

Since Brodmann^[@B1]^ and Penfield et al.^[@B2]^ published their studies, the localizationistic view of the brain has been overwhelming. It was hitherto thought that each brain function is rigidly localized in a certain cortical area of the brain, and an injury to a certain area of the cortex would lead to a loss of corresponding brain function. In this view, cortices or cortical areas where neurons are located are more highlighted when considering the functional aspects of the brain, rather than white matter. However, recent advancements in neuroscience have suggested that the brain is organized in a complex network of multiple distinct neural circuits,^[@B3]^ and works more like a dynamic network with plasticity. "Hodotopy" or the "hodotopic frame work" is a new concept proposed by Catani et al.,^[@B4]^ which includes both topological (cortical functional epicenters) and hodological (connectivity between areas) views for understanding a particular brain function and its neural basis. In this framework, the brain, inside which the gray and white matters are part of the same interactive process, is organized as complex, multimodal, and integrated parallel distributed networks, with a cognitive process consisting of a continuous and often redundant stream of information dynamically modulated by experience and external environment.^[@B3]^ When considering the neural basis of a function or dysfunction, especially cognitive functions such as language, it is important to focus on not only cortices but also on both cortices and white matter as a network.

Attitudes toward interpretation of the neural basis are different between the conventional topological approach and hodological/hodotopic approach, especially in the study of patients with a certain cognitive symptom. Each patient with the same dysfunction does not necessarily have an identical lesion, but demonstrates variation in the involved area. In the topological approach, the commonly injured cortical area among the patients with certain cognitive dysfunction is considered as the center of the function.^[@B5]^ In the hodological approach, on the other hand, because the function is considered as a representation of a network, each patient has a certain injury in a part of network of the function.^[@B6]^ There is a good example demonstrating modern interpretation of a part of neural basis of language. Dronkers et al. reported a re-study of Paul Broca's historical cases with magnetic resonance imagings (MRIs) of the original patients' brains. They found that the lesions extended far deeper than the cortical areas that Broca was able to report and that the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), which is a major association fiber tract connecting the frontal lobe and parietal lobe, was involved.^[@B7]^ In fact, it is now known that injury of merely the cortical area of Broca's speech center does not cause "Broca's aphasia," but causes only transient speech disturbance or a more moderate form of aphasia.^[@B8],[@B9]^ Broca's aphasia occurs when injury involves wider cortical areas than the Broca area, including the middle-inferior part of the precentral gyrus (PreCG) and the white matter underneath those areas.^[@B9],[@B10]^

This article attempts to describe the neural basis of language as a simple model based on recent advancements in neuroscience such as precise imaging studies of aphasic patients, diffusion tensor imaging studies, functional MRI studies, fiber dissection studies, and electrophysiological studies with cortical and subcortical stimulation during awake surgery, especially focusing on the white matter pathways. Even though the neural basis of language is not yet fully understood and is apparently not as simple as detailed in this article, basic knowledge of the same is still vital for neurosurgeons, since it could help to preserve patients' language function and enable further contributions to neuroscience.

The Neural Basis of Language
============================

The classical model of neural basis of language consists of the Broca's area (the motor speech center), the Wernicke's area (the sensory speech center), and the arcuate fasciculus (AF) connecting the above two cortical areas. However, the model has grown to a larger and more complex one based upon recent advancements in neuroscience, comprising the frontal, temporal, and parietal language areas. The terms "Broca's area" and "Wernicke's area" are still used worldwide in many literatures, although it is known today that they are not the sole and definite language centers of the frontal or temporal lobe. Therefore, we have used the same terms to designate certain cortical areas as defined in this article. Broca's area is the pars triangularis and opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), corresponding to the Brodmann area 45 and 44, respectively. Wernicke's area is defined as the cortical area of the posterior STG and a part of the SMG, corresponding to the Brodmann area 22. The present model consists of two major pathways, the dorsal stream and the ventral stream^[@B11]^ ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The dorsal stream is supported mainly by the SLF/AF and associated with phonological processing.^[@B12]^ On the other hand, semantic processing occurs through the ventral stream supported mainly by the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF).^[@B12]^ Briefly, one of the possible and reliable models based on the present neuroscience is described below in accordance with the steps of functional aspects of language from perception to expression. Indeed, an electrophysiological study of the Broca's area demonstrated a series of language processing, lexical, grammatical, and phonological information that occurred in a sequential manner within a time window of 450 ms.^[@B13]^ However, please note and understand that the stepwise processes described expediently is only a one-sided view of language and may occur not only sequentially, but also simultaneously, with dynamic interactions in many cortical areas, even bilateral hemispheres, in reality.^[@B14]--[@B16]^ In this article, only spoken language will be focused on without mentioning written language function, i.e., reading and writing.

1.. From sound to phoneme
-------------------------

The first step of the speech comprehension is the conversion of the sound of language into phonemes, followed by storing them over a short period of time. This step is processed in the sub-network including the superior temporal gyrus (STG), which is located adjacent to the Heschl's gyrus, namely the primary auditory area^[@B17],[@B18]^ ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This sub-network might be supported by rostral and caudal streams originating from the primary auditory cortex, i.e., the Heschl's gyrus, in the superior temporal gyrus.^[@B19]^ This area is also associated with "auditory short term memory" that performs as one of the subsystems of the working memory.^[@B20]^ The phonological process also occurs in association with the PreCG via the AF/SLF^[@B21]^ and the Broca's area.^[@B22]^ Injury of this subsystem gives rise to pure word deafness (word sound deafness), which is a specific disturbance of discrimination of the word sounds.^[@B23]^ Patients with pure word deafness, however, are able to communicate through reading and writing. Recent studies with functional MRI suggest that voice perception and processing of phonemes occurs in the bilateral hemisphere.^[@B15],[@B24]^

2.. Access to lexicon and semantic process of words
---------------------------------------------------

The series of phonemes perceived in the above system are transferred to the middle temporal gyrus, accessing the word/lexicon, and meaning of the word^[@B18],[@B25]^ ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The posterior part of the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) is involved in accessing the lexicon, associating with not only auditory comprehension but also with expression of word by selecting word and phonemic processing of voice encoding via the AF.^[@B26]^ The anterior part of the MTG is more involved in the semantic processing of words and selecting of specific words (lexical retrieval). The middle longitudinal fasciculus (MLF),^[@B27],[@B28]^ the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF),^[@B29]^ and the IFOF,^[@B12]^ as well as the U fibers and other short association fibers inside the temporal lobe are the components of network infrastructure. Intra-temporal network is associated with both phonological and semantic process of words. The lexical process, however, is not completed only in the temporal lobe. Even word-level processing is also integrated into the network described below.

3.. Complex semantic process of sentence and context
----------------------------------------------------

More complex semantic process above the word level, such as sentences and context, takes place in many cortical areas, temporal lobe except for the STG, the inferior parietal lobule (IPL), and the IFG. The complex process includes process of syntax, semantic process of context, and selection of words in association with semantic memory. Such a large network among multiple cortical areas is probably supported by the IFOF,^[@B18],[@B30]--[@B32]^ which is one of the longest tracts in the human brain, connecting the above cortical areas ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The IFOF is known to have two layers.^[@B33]^ The superficial layer is considered to connect the superior parietal lobule, the occipital extrastriate cortex, the Wernicke's area, and the fusiform area at the occipito-temporal junction to the IFG (the pars orbitaris and triangularis), all of which are likely associated with the process of language^[@B33]^ ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The deep layer originates in areas similar to those described above and terminates in wider areas of the frontal lobe, namely the orbitofrontal cortices, the middle frontal gyrus, and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and is probably associated with language and other cognitive functions.^[@B33]^ The IFG, as well as the MFG (lateral prefrontal cortex; LPFC), are involved especially in the process of syntax and enhancement of efficiency of semantic process of sentences.^[@B13],[@B14],[@B30],[@B34]^ Kinno et al.^[@B14]^ identified three syntax-related networks and reorganization of them in glioma patients with agrammatic comprehension, suggesting that there is, in fact, redundancy or plasticity with multiple sub-networks in the syntax processing. Interestingly, the IFG or MFG (LPFC) was associated with all three networks and one of them involves participation of the contralateral hemisphere. As for the IPL, the angular gyrus is probably associated with semantic process,^[@B35]^ whereas the supra marginal gyrus (SMG) is more involved in phonological process.^[@B36],[@B37]^

4.. Phonological processing
---------------------------

Phonological process is mainly done with the dorsal stream in which the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobe are all connected by the SLF/AF^[@B11],[@B12],[@B38]^ ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Conversion from the sound of voice into phoneme, lexical retrieval, repetition, and articulation are associated with this stream. The SLF/AF consists of several subcomponents in two layers, the SLF II, the SLF III, and the SLF temporo-parietal (SLF TP) in the superficial layer, and the classical AF in the deep layer.^[@B6],[@B39]^ Recently, details of the terminations were disclosed by Wang et al.^[@B40]^ ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). They found a remarkable difference between the right and left hemispheres on the SLF III. The left SLF III has two branches, both of which commonly originate from the SMG. The first one terminates at the inferior part of the PreCG and the pars opercularis of the IFG, and the other one runs from the SMG dorsally, joins the SLF II, and terminates at the middle part of the PreCGand the posterior MFG.^[@B40]^ The right SLF III does not have the latter branch of the left one. The SLF II originates from the angular gyrus and terminates to the middle part of the PreCG and the posterior MFG.^[@B40]^

The SMG and the posterior part of the STG connected with the SLF/AF located under these cortices are profoundly associated with phonological process. Injury to this network causes conduction aphasia with characteristic symptoms of phonemic paraphasia, poor repetition, and disturbance of auditory short-term memory.^[@B20],[@B36]^

The middle-inferior part of the dominant PreCG and its subcortical area is associated with articulation and its damage result in speech apraxia or, in another word, anarthria, in which the patients have symptoms such as loss of prosody, i.e., mal-connection of phonemes and distortion of phonemes^[@B41],[@B42]^ ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Damage in the anterior part of PreCG (Broadman area 6 and 4) tends to enhance loss of prosody or mal-connection of phonemes more, whereas damage in the posterior part of PreCG (Broadman area 4) tends to cause distortion of phonemes.^[@B43]^ Moreover, patients with "Broca's aphasia" always have the above articulatory problems with certain disturbances of the dorsal stream.^[@B7]^ It is interesting that not only voice perception and process of phoneme occurs in both hemispheres as mentioned above, but also the sensorimotor transformations for speech occur bilaterally and simultaneously, according to a recent electrophysiological study.^[@B16]^ The findings in the study suggest that the neural basis of language has a wider network than the one considered before, it is one that involves both hemispheres. Even though the basic phonological processes are bilateral, the computational system for higher-order language is thought to be lateralized in the dominant hemisphere.^[@B16]^

5.. Driving of speech
---------------------

There is another pathway for language, associating with initiation of speech ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The supplementary motor area and the medial aspect of the frontal lobe have been known to be associated with spontaneity and initiation of speech.^[@B44]^ Moreover, it is well known that an injury to the SMA and/or deep frontal white matter causes transcortical motor aphasia.^[@B45]^ In fact, there is an intra-frontal network connecting the medial aspect of the frontal lobe and the IFG and the middle-inferior part of PreCG, recently named as the frontal aslant tract (FAT).^[@B46]^ Electrophysiological studies with direct electrical stimulation of the tract during awake surgery also suggested strong association with speech function.^[@B47],[@B48]^ The fronto-striatal tract, running medially to the FAT from the SMA to the caudate nucleus, might also be involved in this system.^[@B48]^

Surgical Implications
=====================

Neurosurgeons have traditionally believed in distinctive "the eloquent and non-eloquent" cortices in language and performed surgery based upon quite a localizationistic view. The cortical areas of Broca and Wernicke are the eloquent cortices in which tumors are unresectable, unless one can risk losing speech function, and the other cortical areas are non-eloquent cortices where surgical procedure is not supposed to cause significant speech dysfunction. Through the accumulation of experiences with electrophysiological mapping during awake surgery, it is better understood that the above central dogma is frequently not the case, especially in slow growing tumors such as low grade gliomas.^[@B3]^ Low grade gliomas invading into the Broca's area can often be resected safely.^[@B49]^ Recently, Saito et al.^[@B50]^ reported that the frontal language area could not be identified on intraoperative brain mapping in gliomas involving the pars triangularis of the IFG frequently, suggesting that language network reorganization does occur in slow growing tumors. Tumors in the Wernicke area are also sometimes resectable when surgery is done carefully in the awake setting, thanks to plasticity of the brain and redundancy of the language network.^[@B51],[@B52]^ Moreover, even though a cortical area cannot be resected for preserving language function, if the tumor recurs, that area would no longer be functioning and, thus could be resected in a second surgery.^[@B53]^

Neurosurgeons have tended to focus on preservation of the cortex and thus, surgery has been sometimes performed based on the functional information of language obtained only through cortical mapping studies with subdural electrodes, without real-time evaluation of the white matter. Since the gray and white matters are part of the same interactive process in the network, with dynamic process of language consisting of a continuous and redundant stream of information,^[@B3]^ surgery must be performed in the awake setting, evaluating the symptoms online during surgery with attention to not only the cortex, but also the white matter, which is the substrate or backbone of the network.^[@B48],[@B54]^ For preservation of language in tumor surgery, evaluation of the white matter with electrical stimulation is no less important than evaluation of the cortex.

Intraoperative Mapping of the Language Function
===============================================

For preserving language function, cortical mapping of the language, as well as subcortical mapping is mandatory under awake surgery.^[@B12]^ There are two groups of neurosurgeons with respect to electrocortical mapping methods; they are called the "positive mapping" and the "negative mapping" strategies.^[@B12],[@B50],[@B55]^ The positive mapping strategy postulates that surgeons should observe "positive findings" such as speech arrest or anomia, at least in one cortical area in order to obtain the positive control to confirm that the entire mapping result is effective. When the mapping procedure elicits symptoms, those areas resulting in negative mapping with the same stimulation protocol could be considered as truly negative and, thus judged to be safely resectable. From the viewpoint of the negative mapping strategy, which was first introduced by Sanai et al., the positive finding is not always necessary if the brain is stimulated with enough intensity.^[@B55]^ It might allow a smaller craniotomy and less risk of seizure attack due to the strong stimulation intensity.

Although language has many functional aspects as described above, it is difficult to evaluate each and every aspect of language during awake surgery in a limited time that the patients are able to tolerate, thus the language tasks should be selected appropriately, depending on the patient's back ground (living environment, occupation, etc.), and the tumor location plus the relevant white matter tracts.^[@B12]^ Picture naming is the most frequently used task for evaluation for all brain areas associated with language function, both cortical and subcortical, probably because it needs multiple steps of the language processing, visual recognition, semantic processing, lexical access, phonological encoding, and speech production.^[@B12],[@B56]^ Counting tasks are especially useful for speech articulation.^[@B12],[@B56]^ It is almost always possible to elicit speech arrest on the middle-inferior part of the PreCG, i.e., the ventral premotor cortex,^[@B12],[@B57]^ with either the counting or picture naming task. This finding is therefore considered to be a positive control of the mapping and the intensity of the stimulation is utilized thereafter for both cortical and subcortical mapping.^[@B12]^ The auditory comprehension task is necessary, especially in the temporal and parietal lobe lesions to assess the perceptive aspects of language.^[@B56]^ It also reflects the semantic processing. The repetition task is not necessarily associated with the semantic processing but mainly with the phonological processing, including the perceptive aspects of the language. It should be used when mapping in and around the SMG and the subcortical area underneath where SLF is running as the main association fiber of phonological processing.^[@B12]^ The semantic aspects can be evaluated by using the pyramid and palm trees test, which are a semantic memory task, and the auditory comprehension task as described above. The IFOF, one of the main association fibers of semantic processing, is frequently encountered in the insular gliomas or the insulo-opercular gliomas with either the frontal or the temporal involvement, or both, usually at a deeper surgical field such as the white matter under the IFG or anterior insula or the temporal stem.^[@B12]^ The FAT might be encountered in the frontal lobe tumors in the white matter underneath the superior frontal sulcus and middle frontal gyrus, with slowness or speech arrest as symptoms of electrical stimulation.^[@B47]^

Conclusion
==========

Exploring the neural basis of language continues worldwide. It is likely entering into a new paradigm with a drastic change in the view of the brain itself, progressing from the rigid and localizationistic to the flexible and associationistic view.^[@B6]^ Please note that the neural basis of language described in this article is a summary of the present knowledge and only a one-sided view with a lot of controversial points. Each neurosurgeon should keep updating their knowledge of the neural basis of language and not only use it for everyday patient care, but also play a role in the progress of neuroscience for the better care in the future, since we are the only ones who face the living human brain under direct vision.

![Dual stream model of neural basis of language. The neural basis of language has been evolving to a more complex model with involvement of many cortical areas and white matter tracts than the classical model simply consisting of the Broca and Wernicke centers and the arcuate fasciculus (AF) connecting the above two. In the dual stream model proposed by Hickok et al.,^[@B11]^ the major network of language processing consists of two streams, the dorsal and ventral streams in the dominant hemisphere. The dorsal stream is associated with phonological processing via the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) as a major trunk of the network. The SLF/AF consists of several subcomponents in two layers, the SLF II, the SLF III, and the SLF temporo-parietal (SLF TP) in the superficial layer and the classical AF in the deep layer.^[@B6],[@B39],[@B40]^ The ventral stream is associated with semantic processing. It is assumed that the network consists of intra-temporal network, such as the middle longitudinal fasciculus (MLF)^[@B27],[@B28]^ and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF),^[@B29]^ and the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF)^[@B33]^ as an inter-lobe network. Adding to the dural stream model, there is another system inside the frontal lobe for "driving of speech." Recently named the frontal aslant tract (FAT)^[@B46],[@B47]^ is probably associated with initiation and spontaneity of speech.](nmc-56-379-g1){#F1}

![A--E: Illustrations of neural basis of language networks, left hemisphere, and lateral view. A: From sound to phoneme. The first step of auditory comprehension of speech, conversion of the sound of language into phonemes, is located in the STG adjacent to the Heschl's G, namely the primary auditory area.^[@B17],[@B18]^ This area is also associated with "auditory short-term memory" that played as one of the subsystems of the working memory.^[@B20]^ This network is mainly supported by the U fibers among the area. B: Access to lexicon and semantic processing. The series of phonemes perceived in the above system are transferred to the MTG, accessing the word/lexicon and meaning of the word. The middle longitudinal fasciculus (MLF),^[@B27],[@B28]^ the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF),^[@B29]^ and the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF),^[@B33]^ as well as the U fibers and other short association fibers inside the temporal lobe are the candidates of network infrastructure. More complex semantic process above word level, such as sentences and context takes place in many cortical areas, temporal lobe except for the STG, the inferior parietal lobule (IPL), and the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Such a large network among multiple cortical areas is probably supported by the IFOF, which is one of the longest tracts in human brain and connects the above cortical areas.^[@B18],[@B30]--[@B32]^ C: Phonological processing. Phonological processing is mainly done with the dorsal stream in which the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobe are all connected by the SLF/AF.^[@B11],[@B12],[@B38]^ Conversion from the sound of voice into phoneme, lexical retrieval, repetition, and articulation are associated with this stream. The SMG, PostCG, and the posterior part of STG connected with SLF/AF located under these cortices are profoundly associated phonological processes.^[@B20],[@B36]^ D: Articulation. The middle-inferior part of the dominant PreCG and its subcortical area is associated with articulation and its damage result in speech apraxia or, in other words, anarthria, in which the patients have symptoms such as loss of prosody, i.e., mal-connection of phonemes and distortion of phoneme. Damage in the anterior part of PreCG (Broadman area 6 and 4) tends to enhance loss of prosody or mal-connection of phonemes more, whereas damage in the posterior part of the PreCG (Broadman area 4) tends to cause distortion of phonemes.^[@B43]^ E: Driving of speech. There is a pathway for initiation/driving of speech. The supplementary motor area and the medial aspect of the frontal lobe have been known to be associated with spontaneity and initiation of speech.^[@B44]^ An intra-frontal network connecting between the medial aspect of the frontal lobe and the IFG and the middle-inferior part of PreCG, recently named as the frontal aslant tract (FAT) is suggested to have strong association with speech function.^[@B46]--[@B48]^. AF: arcuate fasciculus, AG: angular gyrus, Ant.: anterior, FAT: frontal aslant tract, FuG: fusiform gyrus, Heschl G: Heschl gyrus, IFG: inferior fronta gyrus, IFOF: inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, ITG: inferior temporal gyrus, MFG: middle frontal gyrus, mid.-inf.: PreCG middle and inferior part of precentral gyrus, MTG: middle temporal gyrus, PreCG: precentral gyrus, PostCG: postcentral gyrus, SFG: superior frontal gyrus, SLF: superior longitudinal fasciculus, SMG: supramarginal gyrus, STG: superior temporal gyrus.](nmc-56-379-g2){#F2}
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